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Abstract 

Communication plays a crucial role in business, education, and generally in everyday people’s interactions. Face-to-face 
communication has been banned by the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions and had to be replaced with its electronic remote form. 
Popular digital applications allowed us to switch to online life quite easily. That conversion wasn’t problematic for most (especially 
young) people. Working online and meeting people virtually became a standard, and people have mostly adapted to the new reality. 
Moving conventional communication to the Internet wasn’t much challenging, because it was only a matter of existing ICT 
solutions popularization. They have already existed and were functional, but haven’t been used much often. COVID-19 pandemic 
changed it permanently because there was no other way as rapid adoption to this unusual situation. Although most of the actions 
could have been realized online, some were more problematic to conduct electronically. One of them was secret balloting for virtual 
meetings. As open voting was not much complicated to arrange using remote communication, conduction the secret type of 
elections was not so obvious. In open voting electors’ data can be revealed and the results may be easily verified when it’s finished. 
Secret voting demands to remain voters' data and their choices confidential. That leads to the question of how to verify the users' 
identity and voting rights and keep them anonymous at the same time? This paper provides an overview of a person's remote 
identification and verification methods, also explores the possibilities of using them for secret voting authentication. Results show 
that conducting a secret ballot with remote voter authentication is possible. The method was widely described and also applied in 
a authors’ digital system. A fully functional ICT solution has been tested in real elections across several organizations in Poland, 
in which present authorities were elected electronically during the COVID-19 lockdown period. 
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1. Introduction 

The Pandemic has upended human lives across the globe. The way people live, the way people work, and most 
importantly the way they communicate. It is not a matter of language or words, but the communication channel that is 
used to pass the information. From day, to day personal meetings and the same personal conversations were replaced 
with virtual substitutes [1]. This change was forced upon the pandemic situation caused by coronavirus SARS‐CoV‐
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2. COVID-19 used further in the article, is the name given to the disease associated with the virus. The virus has spread 
dynamically from China to all countries around the world [2], affecting, overloading, and even destroying national 
healthcare system capabilities. The crucial fact was that the virus spreads across people, increasing the number of 
affected individuals every day. The only possible option to slow down the infection boost was social distancing [3][4], 
which meant personal contact restrictions. To support or even force social distancing, most countries announced 
lockdowns and people had to stay at home. Although all face-to--to-face meetings were limited, everyday private and 
business activities had to keep going. The only way for rescue was virtualization, so almost all activities that required 
personal interaction moved to the Internet. As a consequence, schools pushed out teaching activities to e-learning 
systems [5] and offices to virtual meetings and remote communication [6]. Working from home became a common 
way of business performance and phone or online meeting applications the main communication channel [7]. 
Fortunately, that switch wasn’t hard to proceed, because all information and communication technology (ICT) tools 
have already been in place, just weren’t much popular compared to face-to-face meetings [8][9]. A new technology 
that uses electronic communication became one of the biggest beneficiaries of the pandemic. People were enforced to 
start using remote communication tools because without them they wouldn’t be able to cooperate. Almost all actions 
demanding interpersonal interaction were banned, so the only way was to virtualize them [10]. Therefore, all virtual 
meeting applications and other electronic communication software became very popular. For some people, such a 
change to a remote way of working, teaching/learning, or just living wasn’t easy [11], but most managed to do that. 
More than a year after COVID-19 affected the whole world's reality, most people treat online meetings as a common 
and natural channel of communication. Online collaboration applications such as Microsoft Teams, Cisco Teams, or 
ZOOM turned into fundamental working tools. It replaced all meetings and now we can say that it made them even 
more effective. 
 

Rapid virtualization of everyday activities was generally successful and caused not much inconvenience, 
corresponding to the global situation seriousness. Personal communication has been replaced with its electronic form 
and people started to live and work remotely. Unfortunately, some activities occurred to be hard to proceed with using 
existing ICT tools. One of them was virtual elections when secret balloting had to be processed. The pandemic caused 
a situation where many boards of directors, shareholders, commissioners, and other meetings had to be arranged online. 
Such meetings are performed periodically and almost always are associated with decision-making. Final choices are 
often made based on voting results, where decision-makers are choosing between multiple options. Social distancing 
forced that those group meetings have been moved to virtual rooms. Each participant was isolated and was 
communicating using a computer's: camera, microphone, and speakers. That is more than enough for discussion, but 
regarding voting, standard online communication tools became unsatisfactory. Conducting standard open voting is not 
much problematic, because conventional electronic survey tools may be used [12]. The only question that may appear 
is how to control voters with unauthorized access or voting more than once. Nevertheless, that problem could be easily 
solved unless voting results and voters' choices may be revealed when the voting was finished. The open voting result 
allows rapid verification if each ballot was submitted by an authorized person. Duplicates (votes submitted by the 
same person more than once) can be also quickly eliminated. It means that elections involving a small number of 
voters are fully achievable using a common online survey tool. Visual voting could be another possible option. In such 
cases, authorized voters are asked to define their choices one after another. As others may see and hear the voter, 
additional ballot verification is not needed. It’s worth mentioning that in both cases the role of the president of the 
voting (or even the electoral commission) must be appointed. This person or a kind of statutory body is responsible 
for conduction the elections following applicable regulations, for votes counting, and presenting final results. Such a 
position must be manned by people who are election independent and bestow the other’s trust. 

 
Described techniques are appreciable for online voting only in small groups and few votes. Although they are 

supported with ICT solutions, verification may be time-consuming because vote review must be handled. Online 
survey-based solutions are developed for mass questioning, and security is not the most important feature of such 
software. Moreover, because of the review process, arranging a vote in larger groups of people becomes ineffective, 
but still possible. The second challenge in a virtual election is secret voting. That type of polling is highly demanded 
or even required in case of making personal choices. The pandemic caused many complications in both: business and 
non-profit organizations, operated by any kind of management in which members are elected for a particular period. 
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After that period, the term of office expires and the organization may end up without necessary governance or 
management. The process of board or president nomination often requires voting and this must be conducted using a 
secret ballot. Such a procedure can’t be based on an Internet system that is not secured and does not support the secrecy 
of choice. Especially when comes to a decisive body like the board of directors, which takes decisions having legal 
effects or financial obligations. Those decisions could be questioned if the representatives were elected using an 
unappreciated ICT tool, that does not meet the legal requirements. The area of online secret voting is attracting growing 
attention because when personal group meetings are denied and standard voting is excluded, new management (or 
other decision body) can’t be elected. Therefore the whole process of election may be prepared and discussed using 
the online meeting tools described before. However, in regard to polling, this part of the process requires a dedicated 
voting system. The tool that supports the security and anonymity of voters' choices [13].  

 
The main issue of using online polling tools for the professional and binding election process is the lack of results 

verifiability and secret balloting option. The problem is how to provide anonymity and verification of the electors at 
the same time. Each user authentication process consists of two core elements: identification and verification. The goal 
of users’ authentication is to ensure that a remote user is someone that is identifying himself as that certain person 
[14]. The authentication procedure must also support keeping the originally authenticated user in for some period, to 
ensure that it is still the same person [15][16]. The question is, how the user can be identified and stay anonymous at 
the same time? How to verify and keep user identity without revealing it? This paper describes the design and 
implementation of a secure voting ICT system, that provides secret ballot support for virtual election. The aim of this 
work is to investigate the problem of user verification and authentication for online secret voting purposes, which 
ensures confidentiality for members of the electorate and verifiability of voting results. Knowledge of the presented 
subject is needed for authentication procedure and voting algorithms development. This study aims to determine the 
set of rules, that may be used for handling secret ballot elections for virtual meetings. The rules are used in the authors’ 
ICT system, which provides all needed functionalities for conducting and supervising online open and secret voting. 

 

2. Voters authentication 

Remote user authentication is generally regarded as the main cause of many issues in remote services that are 
accessed across the Internet. Standard identity verification is based on physical objects like ID cards or other personal 
documents issued by the government. That simple action becomes more problematic in virtual communication because 
physical objects can’t be transferred over that channel. Moreover, operations in digital services are mostly automated, 
without the involvement of a person who could verify the identity using i.e. a computer camera [17]. There are some 
researches on automated identity verification using multiple approaches and techniques, that may solve the problem 
[18][19][20]. Although these approaches are interesting, at the same time they may be too complicated for a common 
voting system application. It is important to use the verification method which is adequate to the process importance. 
Another way the whole voting procedure will be blocked because of the verification stage complicity. In that case, it 
is important to prove voters' identity in a way, that does not create an access barrier that can’t be passed for most of 
the users [21]. On the other hand, a verification process must also meet voting secrecy conditions if needed. To achieve 
this goal dedicated algorithm for user authentication was built. The algorithm undertakes user verification, based on 
a trusted individual communication channel, which was verified before. Such an approach is well known from other 
digital system solutions and a key element is trust inheritance. It can be described using a simple triangle where each 
vertex is one part of the authentication process. One is a user who must be authenticated, the second is a service (or 
person) who needs to verify the user, and the third is a person or service that already knows the user and may act as 
an authority that may vouch for the user. The guarantee given for the user is delivered from an authority, that is trusted 
by both: the verifying entity and one that is being verified. This kind of external identity provider is commonly used 
for account creation or signing in to digital services. The question is if the identity provider is trusted enough to be 
treated as a reliable source of information. For the services where user identity isn’t a key value, a provider such as 
Facebook or Google may be used [22]. Unfortunately, that solution isn’t it’s secure enough to be applied in a 
professional electronic voting system.  
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The algorithm which was the subject of performed study, uses an individual trusted communication address of the 
voter, provided by an authority such as the voting chairman or institution that is organizing the election. Generally, 
the algorithm and the whole voting process relate to the typical voting procedure. The reason is to make it simple and 
natural for users to use. Giving an authority of allowed user selection to the voting supervisor or organizer is one of 
the analogies. Who may be more suitable to point users that are allowed for polling, than a voting organization entity? 
Electors are in most cases well-known (and verified) by the organizer, so he may easily define a list of people that are 
allowed to make decisions in form of balloting. Each person should be identified by his name and an individual target 
for a communication channel. This can be a personal phone number for sending a text message or an e-mail address 
that is assigned only to this particular person. That target is further used for initial user authentication and registration. 
The second key element of the approach is the use of individual keys, provided to each person who is allowed for the 
voting. Again, relating to the parallels of the “paper” voting procedure, each elector gets his own key, which may be 
compared to a paper ballot card. That identifies his right for submitting a vote and cannot be transferred to another 
person. If lost or destroyed, cannot be issued even to the same person again. Such voting card is represented in the 
algorithm with a pair of personal keys. Each person gets two different keys which are a set of characters that creates 
individual unique code. One key is designated for open votings and is related to a person who owns it. The second 
one is an anonymous token, that has no relation with its owner but provides the right to submit a single vote. 

Fig. 1. The algorithm of voters' individual keys assignation. 

The method assumes that anonymous tokens are provided to the users allowed to vote only once when they are 
registered. Another important aspect is that each issued token is not related to a person, which is crucial to keep voting 
secret and results verifiable. In case of secret voting, all events are always verified and controlled with a individual 
and private token. The owner of the token has the right to submit a ballot, and the system may also limit number of 
accesses to avoid votes duplication. When it’s finished, final results may be verified by each individual, because given 
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votes are associated with anonymous tokens. Each voter may check if the vote was indeed qualified for a chosen 
option. When all individuals verify their votes, there is no place for voting frauds or mistakes and the ballots still stay 
secret. Such an approach provides security of voting procedure, allows anonymity and full results verifiability. For 
open voting, a different user key type is used. It is to control users against multiple ballot submissions during single 
voting. Since the second key is related to a person, results may be verified and choices taken by the voters are revealed. 
In that case, result verification is even easier, because each vote is tagged with a voter's name. This solution may be 
easily applied to a digital election system and used as support for virtual meetings and polling. A block description of 
the algorithm of voters' individual keys assignation was presented in Fig. 1. 

The whole idea of online polling and keeping it secret (if needed) is based on the individual codes, that voters are 
using to authenticate themselves when voting. To get the codes each voter must go through the procedure of code 
assignation and activation. This procedure is available only for allowed voters registered by the authority. Each 
registration has separate electors’ data and individual contact target for verification. To obtain the keys, a voter needs 
to trigger the procedure, by inputting his e-mail or phone number. When this data is submitted the algorithm checks 
if such target contact exists and hasn’t obtained his keys yet. If any of these conditions are not met, the user should 
get a proper notification. If both conditions are fulfilled procedure may be continued. In the next steps, the voter should 
get his unique activation code which is sent to the target contact address or a phone number. That is the stage of user 
authentication. It is based on the common idea, that only verified users have access to obtain the code from a private 
mailbox or short text message. If the user inputs the activation code and the code is correct and matches the current 
procedure, two unique keys are generated. There should always be two different codes for one voter. The first one is 
a personal key used in open votings, related to the voter's registry and the owner of the code is always known. The 
second code is an anonymous token, which is used for secret voting. That code is stored only in an active tokens 
registry, which is not related to the users' database.  

Each token allows to submit a single vote in each voting, but the owner of the token is unknown. This approach 
assumes that the secret token was possessed during the code assignation procedure and its owner is allowed to vote. 
Who exactly owns the token is unknown because the only information that is needed to proceed with secret voting, is 
if the owner is allowed to submit a ballot. That is a key element for keeping elections secret but still has the capability 
to verify voters. At that stage of the procedure, both codes are displayed to the user but are not saved to the database 
yet. The user must confirm that he has collected the codes and saved them in a secure way. That part is crucial, because 
anonymous tokens may not be recreated. Of course, there is a registry of active tokens in the database, but there is no 
relation to the certain user. If a voter has lost his token after activation, it wouldn’t be possible to replace it with a new 
one. Such an operation would need to deactivate a previous token first, then put a new one into the registry. The first 
step is impossible to proceed without knowing which one belongs to the user. Registering only a new code wouldn’t 
be safe, because the old one is still active and could be used in voting. That is a reason why the voter is asked to 
double-check if his codes were properly saved. Pushing the activation button saves the codes to the database and locks 
the procedure for the single voter against a second use. Unless the activation button isn’t pushed, the user may cancel 
the procedure and start it over again later. Codes that were generated are deleted, so during the next procedure run, 
the voter will get new codes. When the whole procedure is finished and codes are activated, the user is marked as an 
“active voter” that may submit ballots in further elections. 

3. Voting procedure 

The most important limitation of virtual communication lies in the fact that users may not be verified using 
traditional ways of authentication. It is caused by limitations described in the first part of the article. Fortunately, some 
ways of remote verification are known and commonly used in ICT systems. However, in the context of secret 
balloting, the major weakness of remote authentication is that users’ identity is uncovered while being verified. That 
is why it can not be applied for secret polling purposes. The algorithm of user verification and registration described 
earlier in this paper supports both: authentication and anonymity. When the registration procedure is done, voters are 
equipped with codes that may be used to verify voters when voting. Thanks to a personal key and anonymous token, 
it applies equally to open and secret voting. Thanks to the one-time registration procedure, the algorithm of polling 
may effortlessly verify voters. Although the first voter registration procedure is quite demanding, further votings are 
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much more simple and less time-demanding. It means that meetings that include multiple voting may be proceeded 
more efficiently, and referring to the secret balloting – they may be conducted at all.  

The voting procedure was presented in Figure 2 and consists of few tasks and conditions. Such approach allows 
registered voters to place the ballot easily and securely at the same time. The first activity in the procedure is starting 
a particular voting. It means that the voter needs to select voting that is currently running, to take part in it. When the 
voting is loaded, the voter gets access to the content that consists of a title, subject matter, and offered options to 
choose from. There may be some more technical information displayed such as voting type (open or secret), number 
of available options that may be selected (if multiple-choice voting), starting and ending time, etc. Each person that 
has an access to the voting (it depends on the voting ICT system if the voting is also enabled to observers), may see 
the whole content but only registered voters may submit a valid ballot. That can be easily controlled with a code, that 
was given to allowed users in the registration and activation procedure. Each submitted ballot may be also validated 
against common errors. This means an excided number of chosen options or exclusive choices like abstention and 
another option simultaneously. When the choice was not validated, suitable information may be presented and the 
procedure reversed to be reviewed.  

Fig. 2. The procedure of ballot submission and voter verification 

Next and the most important element is code validation. The code must not only be valid but also must fit the voting 
type and must not be used in the particular voting earlier. That is to avoid using a personal overt key (not anonymous 
token) for secret voting and opposite. When the code is invalid on any of the validations levels, the ballot cannot be 
placed. Conversely, when the vote validation and code verification didn’t reveal any errors, the vote may be saved. It 
is also critical to mark code as used at the end, to prevent double voting. That action may be served in several ways, 
depending on the digital system solution. When the operation of voting for a single user is finished, he may still access 
the voting content and see which of the options he has selected. Ending the whole voting by the chairman means that 
all voters (and observers if allowed) are available to see the results immediately. If needed, some additional 
calculations may be proceeded and displayed automatically. That means voting attendance or results presented in 
percentage concerning final turnout and/or allowed voters number. As a consequence, all voter's choices may be also 
presented, but according to a voting type, name or anonymous tokens should be revealed. Such an evident approach 
leaves no misunderstandings on polling results dishonesty because each vote and option relation may be verified and 
the number of submitted votes for each option revised. 

4. The procedure implementation 

This paper provides new insights into electronic voting that is offering both: secrecy of choices and secure 
authentication of the voters. To confirm the findings of this study author has created a digital voting system. The 
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system uses algorithms described in the article and offers digital support for online elections. This stage of research 
was to confirm that a given approach can be applied in a real application and that the application can support secret 
ballot elections for virtual meetings. The system was developed by the author of this article as an online web 
application. It can be accessed remotely from many kinds of digital devices equipped only with a basic web browser 
and Internet connection. Data transferred between the users' device and the application is encrypted using an SSL 
certificate and HTTPS protocol. The application was named “secretVOTE” and was registered under secretvote.pl 
domain. This solution provides a wide range of possibilities to conduct virtual voting. On the contrary, it was still kept 
with a minimum required functionality, to make it easy to use. It allows creating and managing allowed voters list, by 
inputting each person into the system manually or just by importing a batch of data from a simple spreadsheet. Each 
person put onto the voters' list, may run the registration procedure. The procedure was based on the algorithm 
described earlier in this article and finishes with generating two personal codes and their activation. Each active voter 
may check his code's validity or take part in votings that are announced on the voting list. A sample voting screen 
from the “secretVOTE” system was presented in Figure 3. It applies to single voting where ballots are kept secret. 
There is a sample voting title, subject, and 7 possible options to chose from. Only one option may be selected because 
the voting was defined as a single-choice one. On the bottom of the screen input field for anonymous code has been 
placed. The user should select one of the options, insert his anonymous token and press the green button to submit his 
vote securely. The final decision is confirmed with an additional question window if the user is sure that he wants to 
submit a vote. After the second confirmation vote is saved and anonymous token deactivated for the particular voting. 

 

Fig. 3. Virtual ballot - screenshot from “secretVOTE” digital system 

The system and applied verification methods make virtual voting easy and accessible even for not digital 
experienced users. The algorithm and its conditions allowed to describe actions or errors clearly so all needed 
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information is displayed to a user on the screen. A virtual ballot presented on the screen in Figure 3 displays also some 
additional information about the voting like the type of voting (which is secret in this case), beginning and ending, 
and also time which is left until the end of the voting. Users may see also a current number of tokens that are allowed 
in voting. That is the number of active users, so those who have already obtained and activated their codes. There is 
also one important piece of information displayed above the options that tell the user how many choices can be selected 
on the list. That is verified during vote submission, exactly like it was defined in the procedure. Users may also leave 
the voting and come back later, to submit the vote. When the ballot was successfully placed, it is confirmed with a 
green alert displayed on the screen. The vote may be later verified, even when the voting is running. To do that, the 
user needs to input his code again, to see which options were previously chosen. The main results of the balloting are 
available immediately after voting comes to the end. The results can be also accessed remotely using the application 
votings list. When one of the finished votings is selected, its final results are displayed. Such a view from 
“secretVOTE” systems screenshot and sample voting was presented in Figure 4.   
 

Fig. 4. Finished voting results - screenshots from “secretVOTE” digital system 

A sample voting aim was to select one preferred day of the week using the voting ICT tool. Voters were choosing 
between seven available options, from Monday to Sunday. The voting was defined as a secret, so the results cannot 
reveal voters' and their choices. That is why anonymous tokens were used. Screenshots with the results were presented 
in Figure 4. The A view (on the left) displays general polling results in a form of options rank. The ones with the 
biggest number of votes were placed at the top and those without the votes at the bottom. Such a view allows 
identification which option was the most popular. Others, with a smaller number of votes, were placed in the next 
places in the ranking. Each voting has an abstaining option which is added automatically. The user should always 
have an alternative to take part in polling without selecting any option. In such a case the vote is counted for the 
turnout but does not affect the results. Each position in the ranking has a number of votes won and also achieved 
results presented as a percent of all votes submitted and all votes that could have been cast. Such information may be 
very useful especially when internal organization rules, require to win at least half (or more/less) of the votes. 

The second view marked as B section of Figure 4, shows detailed results of the voting. This allows users and 
observers to verify general numbers presented in the Ranking. Regarding that the voting type was secret, only 
anonymous tokens are displayed. What is more, the tokens are partially masked, not to reveal a full code. If the full 
code was shown, there would be a possibility to use it in an unauthorized way during the next voting. That is the 
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reason why only part of the code is presented. Such a small part allows its owner to locate it on the list but does not 
allow others to possess the code for further use. Additionally, the masking scheme changes in each voting. Each time 
other three signs of the code are presented and the other masked. To make it even more secure, some signs are not 
shown in any of the scheme combinations. It secures the system against fraud based on trying different combinations 
of revealed code parts, to find a valid token and use it illegally for the next voting. That is the crucial element of the 
secret ballot verification. Each person may verify his own and only own vote, but can’t see the others' choices. If every 
single person confirms his vote-option assignation, there is no place for fraud or mistake, because the number of votes 
won is presented and the total sum must match. It proves that taken approach reconciles two mutually exclusive 
elements which are anonymity and virtual authentication. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper has shown the significance of virtual services during a pandemic when social distancing is a key to fight 
against COVID-19 disease. Unfortunately, not all services were prepared enough to handle all people's needs when 
personal communication must be entirely replaced with its electronic form. One of such needs was online voting and 
especially secret virtual balloting. The most important limitation lies in the fact that the user can’t be authorized and 
stay anonymous at the same time. Conducting elections and verification procedures remotely brings even more 
complications. Presented results provide a significant step towards online voting that becomes available and 
achievable for all organizations and individuals. The described algorithm shows how to verify the user for a secret 
ballot without revealing his data. 

The presented method has been applied to a digital system to verify its functionality and usability. The system has 
been developed as a fully functioning internet application. It has been examined in several actual elections, conducted 
during virtual meetings. Several organizations in Poland, during the pandemic lockdown, have elected their authorities 
using “secretVOTE” application and described algorithms. The system has proved the approach usability in practice 
and now is supporting other organizations in this uncertain time. SecretVOTE application was has been now enabled 
for commercial use, as a solution for COVID-19 pandemic restrictions. For now, it provides excellent support to the 
organizations but in the future, when hopefully restrictions will be gone, it may be successfully used for hybrid and 
standard elections. The whole idea simplifies the process of digital balloting. The possibility to use own voters' devices 
as an electronic ballot card is even more promising. It’s worth emphasizing that the COVID-19 pandemic already 
changed the world in terms of electronic services use. Some things will never return to their traditional analog form 
whether we want it or not. 
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